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The interaction of multipactor discharge and an rf circuit is analyzed with the use of a simple model,
in which the multipactor electrons are in the form of a single sheet that is released from the surface
with a monoenergetic velocity. An explicit formula is derived for the saturation level of multipactor
current in steady state. This formula is given in terms of the secondary electron yield properties of
the multipactoring surfaces and the level of the external rf drive. It is valid when the quality factor
Q of the rf circuit is higher than 10, in which case the space charge effects do not contribute
significantly to the saturation level. When it occurs, the steady state multipactor may consume tens
of percents of the external rf power that is needed to sustain the gap voltage. Numerical
computations determine the accessibility to steady state from the transient buildup. In particular,
they suggest various conditions for the multipactor to exhibit in a burst mode or in a steady state
mode. The dynamic linkage of the rf circuit and material properties allows the construction of the
susceptibility diagram for various materials, within the limitations imposed by the present model.























































Multipactor discharge is a resonant, low to medium vo
age phenomenon1–3 frequently observed in microwave sy
tems such as rf windows,4 accelerator structures,5 and rf sat-
ellite payloads.6 Multipactor is usually undesirable, since
loads the cavity, dissipates power, and causes damage t
components. It can be observed visually as a glowing
connecting the multipacting surfaces.7 Whenever a vacuum
is present and the geometry, fields and surface are such
multipactor can occur, then a seed electron can trigger
discharge. Such a seed electron can come from a stray b
electron, field emission at some macroscopic irregularities
the surface, or even a cosmic ray. To understand the
nomenon, consider a microwave cavity with walls made o
material having a secondary electron yieldd .1. A seed
electron somewhere inside the cavity will be accelerated
the rf electric field that resides in the cavity and will eve
tually hit one of the walls, emittingd electrons in the pro-
cess. If, at the time of impact, the electric field points in
that wall, it will accelerate these secondary electrons aw
from it, causing them to hit another wall and emit mo
electrons, called the multipactor electrons. Under cer
resonant conditions, for example, when the electron tra
time is equal to half the rf period, this process can be c
tinued further, leading to exponential growth of the char
density inside the cavity, and thus growth of the multipac
current.
Very little has been published on this subject.1–7 Most
theoretical analyses of multipactor concentrated on the
sponse of a single electron to an imposed rf electric fie
Analytic expressions have been derived for the phase of
emitted electron, and the range of the rf electric field
which a stable, steady state multipactor may exist.1,2 While
some calculations have included the space charge effect




















sociated with the multipactor electrons,2,3 most of these cal-
culations omit the important processes of loading and de
ing of the rf cavities as the multipactor current grow
Recently, beam loading effects in a resonant structure h
been demonstrated to cause the discharge to saturate.8 Space
charge forces have been shown to be insignificant relativ
b am loading effects in determining the steady state9 when
the quality factor,Q, of the cavity is larger than 10.
In this paper, we use a simplified model to derive t
level of multipactor current in the steady state as a funct
of external parameters. The route to these steady state
tions is examined in detail in simulations. For simplicity, th
derivation is restricted to a first order multipactor, in whic
the electron’s transit time across the gap is approximately
of the period of the rf electric field. The effect of a nonze
initial velocity for the secondaries, with a monoenergetic d
tribution, is also examined. After scaling to geometry, t
external parameters can be reduced to two: one relatin
the power source, and another relating to the secondary e
sion properties of the materials used. The accessibility
such solutions is then examined in detail and displayed fo
wide range of power levels and materials. Finally, our the
is compared to published data on multipactor.
In Sec. II, we describe the model. In Sec. III, we deri
the saturation level of the multipactor current, assuming t
a steady state exists. In Sec. IV, we obtain the susceptib
diagram and address the accessibility of the steady state
tipactor solutions. In Sec. V, we confirm the steady st
solutions with simulation results and examine them in
light of published data. Some concluding remarks are giv
in Sec. VI.
II. MODEL AND RELEVANT EQUATIONS
Our model consists of an electron sheet, of surface d
sity s, inside a planar gap~Fig. 1!. The sheet is instanta
neously located at a distancex from one of the electrodes








































assume that the voltageVg that drives the multipactor is
provided by an rf cavity. This cavity, with characteristic fre
quencyv0 and quality factorQ, is modeled by a correspond-
ing lumped circuit with elementsR, L, andC, driven by an
ideal current sourceI d(t) ~Fig. 1!. The motion of the multi-
pactor electron sheet induces a wall current,I m(t), which
loads this RLC circuit. Upon impact on a gap surface, th
respective incident electron sheet is removed and a new e
tron sheet is generated by secondary emission. The sing
sheet model may be justified here on account of the new
discovered phase-focusing mechanism,9 whereby the leading
multipactor electrons have a tendency to ‘‘cannibalize’’ th
trailing ones. Briefly, the leading part of the bunch, bein
accelerated by the trailing part, impacts with a higher ener
on a plate, therefore it produces a higher secondary yield a
grows faster than the trailing part.
The evolution ofVg , x and the multipactor currentI m is
governed by the following normalized equations:8
S d2dt2 1 1Q ddt11DVg~ t !5 ddt @ I d0 sin~vt1f!1I m~ t !#,
~1!






5Vg~ t !, ~3!
where we used the normalization scales:D for distance,v0
for frequency, 1/v0 for time, v5v0D for velocity,U5mv
2
for energy,U/e for voltage,E5U/eD for electric field, and
S5e0E for surface charge density. For example, to obta
the dimensional gap voltage~in volts!, multiply the nondi-
mensional valueVg by m(v0D)
2/e.
Equation~1! is the circuit equation governing the evolu
tion of the gap voltage, driven by the normalized ideal cu
rent sourceI d , ~of amplitudeI d0, frequencyv, and phasef
at timet50! and by the multipactor currentI m ~Fig. 1!. Note
that the termI m in Eq. ~1! is solely responsible for the non-
linear beam loading and frequency detuning of the cavity b
the multipactor. It is simply the wall current induced by th
motion of the sheet as given by Eq.~2!, wheres is always
positive by convention. In the absence of multipacto
~I m50!, Eq. ~1! yields a sinusoidal steady state gap voltag
with amplituder5QId0 whenv51, i.e., resonantly driven.
Equation~3! is the force law that governs the motion of the
electron sheet, where only the force due to the gap volta
has been taken into account. Space charge forces have b













shown not to significantly affect the steady state behavio
the multipactor,8,9 especially in highQ cavities ~Q higher
than 10, see Table II below!.
On impact with a plate at timet i , the incident electron
sheet is removed and a new sheet of charge is release
secondary emission. The post-impact surface charge de
s(t i





whered is the coefficient of secondary emission which d
pends on the electron impact energy,Ei , of the impacting
sheet. Here,Ei5(dx/dt)
2/2, evaluated att5t i
2. For simplic-
ity, we assume that the secondary electrons are emitted
a fixed initial velocity.10 In addition, we adopt Vaughan’s
empirical formula11 which gives the secondary yield curv
plotted in Fig. 2. This shows thatd51 at two values of
impact energies,E1 andE2, andd.1 in between. The lower
energyE1 is designated as the ‘‘first crossover point.’’ Wit
a single electron sheet, the steady state obtained by b
loading has been shown8 to occur at the first crossover poin
~i.e., d51 andEi5E1!.
Note that to keep our model manageable, we neg
some important surface effects that may affect the g
through the secondary electron emission process. For
ample, we assume all secondaries are emitted normal to
surface, whereas, in reality, they are emitted with a sprea
emission angles.11 In addition to a change in the impac
phase, some electrons emitted at large angles from the
mal may be lost. We also neglect the effect of heating of
surface by the impinging electrons. Such heating may cha
the secondary electron yield and result in energy loss
These effects should be addressed in a complete analys
III. THE STEADY STATE MULTIPACTOR
Assuming the system to be in the steady state allows
to simplify the above equations sufficiently to reach an e
plicit solution for the multipactor current, valid forQ.10
according to the present model. Under steady state co
tions, the charge density,s, on the single sheet is consta
for all times, implying the secondary emission coefficient
the wall is unity. A simple argument further imposes that t
impact energy be equal to the first crossover point,E1, in the
secondary electron emission function. In addition, we s
need to impose the resonance condition on the discha































































l-namely, impact with the second surface has to occur at
an rf cycle for a steady state first-order multipactor.
Rememberings is a constant, we substitute Eq.~2! into
Eq. ~1! and use Eq.~3! to obtain a second-order differentia
equation for the steady state gap voltage,Vg(t) @see Eq.~A1!
of the Appendix#. The steady state solution toVg includes
four unknown quantities: the charge density,s, the relative
phase of the discharge to the rf,f and the two constants o
integration. To get the constants of integration we impose
continuity ofVg and the jump in its derivative at the time o
impact. Next, integrating the force law once, then twice, a
imposing initial conditions@x~0!50 andv(0)5v0#, we ob-
tain expressions for the velocity and location, respective
of the sheet as a function of time and gap voltage. Impos
the conditions at impact~t i5p!, namely,xi51, and impact
velocity v i5A2E1, results in two conditions on the stead
state multipactor. These conditions determine the unkno
quantities, in particulars, in the steady state. Note thatsv i
is a measure of the steady state multipactor current.
Unfortunately, although the above procedure can be u
to obtain numerical solutions to check simulation results
does not result in a closed-form solution, mainly because
gap voltageVg contains all harmonics ofv. However, an
excellent analytic approximation can be made when one
ognizes that the gap voltage does not change apprec
during the evolution of a multipactor discharge, even if t
loading level is high~Q51000!.8 Hence we can use the firs
term of a Fourier series to approximate the voltage, as w
as all other quantities. The Appendix outlines this proced
for the case of a first-order multipactor~higher orders intro-
duce additional terms in the series complicating the so
tion!, driven at resonance~v51!, without any space charg
forces.
The derivation results in a quadratic equation relating
steady state multipactor charge densitysat, to the drive cur-
rent I d0, the impact velocitym5A2E1 at the first crossove
point ~Fig. 2!, and the initial velocityv0 of secondaries, the























Here, s[Qssat, the steady state charge density, a
r[QId0, the steady state amplitude of the gap voltage in
absence of multipactor.
Note that Eq.~5! contains no explicit dependence on t
quality factor of the cavity,Q, meaning that for a fixed am
plitude of the gap voltager , the steady state charge densi
ssat, scales as 1/Q. ~Thus we also see that a highQ cavity


















tively, the steady state multipactor current at impa
~I mi5ssatm, wherem is constant!, relative to the drive cur-
rent,I d0, is independent ofQ. Note, however, that in the cas
of highQ, the multipactor current may surge to a very hig
level transiently before the steady state is reached.8 These
facts have been verified by computation, as will be explain
in Sec. V below. Section V also demonstrates the excel
agreement between this formula@Eq. ~5!# and computations.
Since we have ignored the space charge effect in the de
tion of Eq. ~5!, we emphasize that Eq.~5! is accurate for
Q.10. See Table II in Sec. V below for the effects of spa
charge.
Upon examination of Eq.~5!, ~at a fixedv0!, we gain
insight that the products5Qs depends on only two externa
parameters:r , the gap voltage amplitude in the absence
multipactor~related to the rf energy stored in the cavity!, and
m, the impact velocity at the first crossover point~a function
of the wall material!. This means that upon determination
those two external parameters, the steady state, if i
reached, is well defined. We can therefore plot the ste
state value ofI mi/I d05sm/r vs m at different values ofr as
shown in Fig. 3~a! ~for a zero initial velocity!. Note that
I mi/I d0, the multipactor current relative to the drive curren
increases with increasing energy stored in the cavity. T
the availability of energy favors the multipactor. On th
other hand, fixingr , the multipactor current~in units of drive
current!, increases with decreasing final impact velocitym,
up to a point. Beyond that, the multipactor current is e
pected to drop with a further decrease inm. However, simu-
lations conducted in that region were unstable and did
saturate. Now remember that the starting impact energ
fixed by the gap voltage~and the geometry! at the start of the
multipactor. It seems that if the final impact energy~fixed by
the material propertyE1! is much below the starting impac
energy, then the multipactor becomes unstable and a st
state solution cannot be reached. This will be discussed
ther in the following section.
Figure 3~b! shows the dependence of the steady st
multipactor current on the initial velocity~or emission en-
ergy! of secondaries, keepingr andm fixed, and assuming
Emax5400 eV. Note that there is a velocity that maximiz
the multipactor current. However, typical emission velocit
lie below that maximum, hence the trend is for increasins
with increasingv0. Note that a small change in initial veloc
ity may considerably affect the multipactor. These calcu
tions show the importance of initial emission velocities,
in reality, there is a wide spread in the emission velocities
the secondary electrons.10,11
IV. ACCESSIBILITY OF STEADY STATE
MULTIPACTOR
The above analysis does not say anything about the
cessibility of the steady state solution. It simply maps out
steady state multipactor current to the plane spanned by
drive current and by the wall material’s first crossover poi
If we achieve a steady state at an impact velocitym and using
a drive currentI d0, Eq. ~5! then gives the steady state mu
tipactor current expected@see, e.g., Fig. 3~b!#. However, not













































geWe know from Vaughan’s theory that multipactor ca
start only if the voltage stays within a narrow range. The
voltage boundaries can be derived from the resonance
phase-focusing conditions derived by Vaughan.1,2 Vaughan’s
analysis includes a nonzero monoenergetic emission ve
ity, v0, for the secondaries. The resonance condition, rela
the voltage to the launch phase of the electrons, is
Vg05
v2~12Npv0 /v!
2 sin u1Np cosu
, ~6!
whereVg0 is the gap voltage amplitude,u is the phase of the
voltage when the electrons are launched, andN is the order
of the multipactor. To maintain the phase resonance,
transit time of the electron should equal an odd number o
half cycles, which we call the orderN of the multipactor
~N51,3,5,...!.
Vaughan has shown that multipactor occurs betw
Vg min , obtained by finding the phaseu5umin5arctan~2/Np!
that maximizes the denominator of Eq.~6!, andVg max, ob-
tained by the requirement that electrons launched~with a
general nonzero initial velocity! are able to reach the othe
FIG. 3. ~a! Steady state multipactor current at impactI mi , in units of drive
current amplitudeI d0, as a function of steady state impact velocit
m5A2E1, for different values of empty-cavity steady state gap volta
r5QId0. Legend:r50.5 ~—!; r50.4 ~---!; r50.3 ~-•-!; r50.27 ~•••!. ~b!
Steady state multipactor current at impactI mi , in units of drive current
amplitudeI d0, as a function of emission energy of secondaries,E0. Here,
r50.3 andm50.547 in nondimensional units. The units forE0 assume







plate against a retarding field. Vaughan did not display
formulas forVg min nor Vg max although he must have use
them in the construction of his Fig. 3.1 For easy reference
we display, in physical units,Vg min in Eq. ~7a! for general
emission energyE0, and Vg max in Eq. ~7b! only for the
special caseE050
Vg min5






~ fD !2, ~7b!
where the voltages are in volts, the frequencyf5v/2p is in
GHz, the gap widthD in cm, and the secondary-electro
emission energyE0 in eV. There is no simple closed form
solution ofVg max for nonzeroE0.
The discussion in the preceding paragraph means th
the steady state gap voltage, in the presence of multipa
is higher or lower than the range (Vg min ,Vgmax), then multi-
pactor cannot occur. This requires both the starting gap v
age and the final gap voltage to lie within this range, as w
as all transients in the gap voltage. Yet, this does not ne
sarily mean that steady state multipactor is restricted to
rangeVg min, r 5QId0,Vgmax. For empty-cavity~nomulti-
pactor electrons! steady state gap voltager below the mini-
mum voltageVg min , multipactor cannot be encountered
all. However, a steady state may still be reached when
empty-cavity steady state gap voltager is higher than
Vg max.
The key to achieving such steady states is to examine
transient build up of the gap voltage in the cavity. In t
present model, an ideal current source excites the rf ca
with a finite quality factorQ, so it takes time for the gap
voltage to build up to the steady state level. In this situati
although the steady state voltage in the absence of multi
tor can be much higher than the narrow ran
(Vg min ,Vgmax), the gap voltage is bound to transiently pa
through it. When that happens, multipactor may start and
of three things will happen. The multipactor current m
build up quickly enough to load the cavity and keep the g
voltage within the above narrow range, thus achieving
steady state with a large multipactor current. Alternative
the voltage may ‘‘break-through’’ the narrow range befo
the multipactor current has a chance to build up. A th
possibility is for the multipactor to build up and load th
cavity so rapidly that the voltage is reduced belowVg min , at
which point the multipactor quenches. These types of beh
ior are typically observed in the course of operation of va
ous accelerator structures~ ee Fig. 4!.12
What determines whether the voltage breaks through
multipactor region, (Vg min ,Vgmax), or whether it stays within
this region allowing a steady state multipactor? Two p
cesses are competing in this scenario, each characterized
different parameter:~1! The voltage in the cavity building
up, with a time constant proportional toQ; ~2! the multipac-
tor current building up, at a rate dependent upon the slop
the secondary electron yield curve~Fig. 2!. If the rates are
comparable, then a steady state multipactor can be achie
Typically this occurs for a highQ structure~;1000!. The
,






























orlatter situation is a very delicate balance between the rat
energy storage in the cavity and the rate of buildup of m
tipactor current.
Figure 5 shows the results of a simulation exhibiti
such a steady state multipactor. WithQ51000,r5QId0 was
chosen to be 0.5, somewhat higher thanVg max5 0.32~in the
same nondimensional units! for a first-order multipactor with
v050. However, as Fig. 5~a! displays, a steady-state mult
pactor can be achieved, and at quite a high level, too.
steady state level ofI mi/I d0554% agrees well with what Eq
~5! predicts. This enormous level of steady state multipac
current~more than half the drive current! is not surprising. A
glance at Fig. 3~a! shows that the steady state charge den
~or multipactor current! increases rapidly with increasingr .
This large current loads the cavity quite a bit, holding t
voltage to within the multipactor region where it started. F
ure 5~b! shows the time behavior of the voltage, where t
dotted lines outline the multipactor region~Vg min 5 0.268;
Vg max 5 0.318!. Initially the multipactor current is low and
the voltage slowly grows in response to the drive current.
the multipactor current grows, however, it loads the cav
and pins the voltage down. Figure 5~c! displays the second
ary electron yield at times of impact, indicating it hove
around unity.
If Q is low while the multipactor is growing slowly
breakthrough will be achieved instead. When we loweredQ
to 10 ~instead of 1000 as in Fig. 5!, the voltage rapidly rose
above the multipactor region~Fig. 6!, where the phase reso
nance was lost. Eventually, the electric field had the phas
push the newly emerging secondaries back to their bi
place, quenching the multipactor. In such cases, the rise
of the gap voltage is so short that the multipactor curr
does not have a chance to build up to a level sufficien
load the cavity.
On the other hand, combining a high multipactor grow
rate~e.g., using a material with largedmax or low E1! with a
highQ ~hence a slowly changing voltage! allows the multi-
pactor current to grow to such large values without the v















age moving rapidly enough to its steady state value. In
case, the multipactor current reached may be sufficien
load the gap voltage down to belowVg min , hence upsetting
its own phase resonance requirement, at which point it w
FIG. 6. Transient evolution of~nondimensional! gap voltage amplitude, for
r5QId050.5 and Q510 ~E050 and m50.547!. The dotted lines at
Vg050.268 andVg050.318 outline the limits of the multipactor region.
FIG. 5. ~a! Transient evolution of multipactor current, in units of driv
current amplitude I d0, for r5QId050.5 and Q51000 ~E050 and
m50.547!. ~b! Transient evolution~on a shorter time scale! and the~nondi-
mensional! gap voltage amplitude, forr5QId050.5 andQ51000. The dot-
ted lines atVg050.268 andVg050.318 outline the limits of the multipacto
region. ~c! Transient evolution of the secondary electron yield f




















































drift in phase~perhaps fluctuate to higher order multipacto!
and eventually die out once it encounters the wrong phas
rf.13 When that happens, the voltage will build up again to
value aboveVg min , and the whole scenario may repeat ag
and again. Physically, the multipactor will appear as a se
of random ‘‘spikes’’ that appear sporadically, grow, and th
disappear.
In the above analysis we saw how important the effec
the wall material is in determining the behavior of a mul
pactor. For a given material with a given secondary elect
emission curve, we can further narrow down the range
accessible solutions. The underlying reason is that the y
has to be above unity for a discharge to occur, and the im
energy has to be in the vicinity of the first crossover point
the impact energy of the electrons is much higher thanE1,
even though the yield may be above 1, the multipactor c
rent will grow to such large values before sufficiently loa
ing the cavity to the steady state that it will destroy its ow
phase resonance, a scenario described in the preceding
graph~see also Ref. 13!. In that case, the multipactor will b
observed in bursts, and a steady state is not achieved. T
fore, only if the voltage is made to sweep quickly throu
the multipactor-prone region, multipactor will have a smal
chance to grow to saturation before breaking through.12
The boundaries described above can be translated o
plot of voltage versus the geometry factor (fD). Tradition-
ally such plots are referred to as susceptibility curves,
define the boundaries of regions prone toNth order multi-
pactor. Since the voltage scales as the square of this fa
for zero emission velocity@cf. Eq. ~7!#, the boundaries
Vg min andVg max can be represented as straight lines with
slope of 2 on a log–log plot~Fig. 7!. As discussed in the
preceeding paragraph, the starting impact energy canno
below E1 ~or elsed,1!, and cannot exceedE1 by much.
Hence one boundary is that the maximum possible imp
energy must be greater thanE1. The second boundary on th
impact energy is not immediately obvious and it depends
a lot of parameters. Our extensive simulations~with Q in the
FIG. 7. Susceptibility curve showing the regions of (Vg0, fD) space prone
to first and third order multipactors, for four materials: BiCs3, C ~diamond!,
Fe, and Pt. The secondary electrons are assumed to be emitted with





















range 10–100 andmax51.2! show that a steady state mult
pactor cannot be reached if the minimum possible star
impact energy is greater than 1.33E1, so we will use this as
the second boundary. We emphasize, however, that
boundary is best estimated by simulations that are run w
data of the actual conditions.
Ignoring any nonzero initial velocity of secondaries, t
impact energy can be related to the driving voltage~in the






The maximum possible impact energy,Ei max, can be solved
by settingVg0 5 Vg max and u50. Setting that equal toE1
gives the first boundary, the solid vertical line on the susc
tibility curve ~see Fig. 7!. Similarly, usingVg min andumin in
Eq. ~8! results in the minimum possible impact energ
Ei min . SettingEi min to 1.33E1 gives the second boundary
which we represent with the dotted vertical line in Fig.
Including the scaling factors, the solid and dotted verti
lines in Fig. 7 define the interval
0.1483•NA E1
100
, fD,0.171SN1 4Np2DA E1100, ~9!
where f is in GHz,D in cm, andE1 in eV.
Figure 7 represents the susceptibility curves obtained
this manner for a host of representative materials for a fi
and a third order multipactors, assuming a zero emiss
velocity of the secondary electrons.~The two curves for
Vg min andVg max for N53 are so close that they appear
one line on the scale of Fig. 7.! Table I lists the secondary
emission properties of these materials. Vaughan’s empir
formula11 has been used in calculatingE1 from dmax and
Emax in this table. These materials are chosen only to illu
trate the concept, particularly since their susceptibility
gions are well separated in Fig. 7. Note from that figure t
the higher order multipactors occur for higher (fD) products
as well as higher voltages. These susceptibility curves,
rived from a dynamic theory, show the qualitative features
the experimentally observed data, as will be shown in S
V.
V. COMPARISON OF THE STEADY STATE AND
ACCESSIBILITY THEORIES TO SIMULATION AND TO
PUBLISHED DATA
We ran several representative simulations~i the region
that allows a steady state solution! to test the theory for the
steady state. Tables II–IV below illustrate the excelle
agreement between theory and simulation. The simulati
ero
TABLE I. Material data~Ref. 14!.
Material dmax Emax ~eV! E1 ~eV!
BiCs3 6.5 1000 18
C ~diamond! 2.8 750 56
Fe 1.3 400 120











































ce r-in Table II were done withE050, r5QId050.3, and
m50.547. For a frequency of 1 GHz and a gap width of 0.
cm, these values correspond to an empty-cavity gap vol
amplitude of 330 V and a first cross-over energy of 166 e
In Table II, ‘‘theory’’ refers to the steady state value pr
dicted by the analytic formula~5!, ‘‘simulation’’ refers to the
numerical integration of Eqs. 1–3, ‘‘BL’’ refers to beam
loading only@i.e., space charge forces are ignored as in
~3!#, and ‘‘BL1SC’’ refers to the inclusion of image spac
charge force through the addition of the terms~x21/2! to
the right hand side of Eq.~3!.8,9 Table II indicates that image
space charge forces are not quite important in determin
the saturation level of the multipactor current, especially
highQ cavities. Note that, ignoring the effect of these spa
charge forces, the multipactor current relative to the dr
current is independent ofQ.
Tables III and IV illustrate agreement between theo
@Eq. ~5!# and simulations for different combinations of th
external parametersr , m, and v0. Space charge effects ar
ignored in Tables III and IV.~In the three cases marked b
an asterisk in Table III, the simulations include space cha
effects.! In Table III, we set the secondaries’ initial energ
E0 equal to zero. In Table IV, the effects of nonzero init
energy are displayed. Note the general trend for stron
multipactor currents~higher s! with higher drive currents
~high r !, lower impact energies~low m!, or higher initial
velocities~high v0!, as discussed in Sec. III above.
Figure 8 maps out the simulations of Table III in~r ,m!
space. The two horizontal lines markVg min and Vg max,
while the two vertical lines outline the region of final impa
velocities for which steady state solutions are accessible~se
Sec. IV!. Steady state solutions have been observed for
points located within those four lines. For points abo
TABLE II. Comparison of theory and simulations including image spa
charge force~r50.3;m50.547!.
s s ~Simulations! I mi/I d0 ~%!
I d0 Q ~Theory! ~BL! ~BL1SC! ~BL! ~BL1SC!
0.3000 1 0.051 0.051 0.025 9.2 4.5
0.0300 10 0.051 0.051 0.046 9.2 8.4
0.0030 100 0.051 0.051 0.050 9.2 9.1











Vg max, such as that one point at~0547, 0.5!, a steady state
has been observed only under certain conditions~such as
very highQ!, as explained in Sec. IV. For points to the rig
of the solid vertical line, no multipactor has been observ
because the secondary electron yield is always less
unity. Finally, although we have observed multipactor to t
left of the dotted vertical line, we have not yet found a
simulations that reach a steady state in that area. Note
for the simulations where we have observed a steady s
the multipactor current increases in the direction indicated
the arrow on Fig. 8.
This trend is also displayed graphically in Figs.
through 11. In these figures, the multipactor current is d
played as function of time for a set of different extern
parameters. In Fig. 9,r is changed, whereas in Fig. 10,m is
changed, and in Fig. 11,v0 is changed. The steady sta
behavior compares well with the theory of Sec. III. Exam
ing the time evolution of the discharge~Figs. 9, 10!, we can
see that, in general, a larger steady state multipactor cur
~relative to drive current! forces a faster response for cavitie
with the sameQ. ~Of course, response time is proportional
Q, so a highQ cavity responds more slowly.! One exception,
however, is evident from Fig. 11. Even though different in
tial velocities of secondaries result in different steady st
multipactor currents, the rise time is the same regardles
v0!
The susceptibility curves similar to those derived in S
IV have been used extensively in the literature.1,6,15–18For
example, experiments conducted by Hatch and Williams
1950’s outlined similar regions in~fD vs gap voltage! space
where multipactor breakdown was observed.15,16 One such










0 0.051 0.051 9.2
2 0.138 0.138 25.2
5 0.175 0.175 31.9
10 0.209 0.209 38.1










0.0285 10 0.285 0.547 0.008 0.007* 1.5
0.0300 10 0.300 0.547 0.051 0.051 9.2
0.0310 10 0.310 0.547 0.078 0.071* 13.8
0.0300 10 0.300 0.554 0.044 0.044 8.1
0.0300 10 0.300 0.547 0.051 0.051 9.2
0.0300 10 0.300 0.539 0.058 0.058 10.3
0.0310 10 0.310 0.547 0.078 0.071* 13.8
0.0310 10 0.310 0.529 0.094 0.094 16.1
0.0310 10 0.310 0.510 0.110 0.110 18.1




































ntregion is shown in Fig. 12, redrawn from Ref. 15. Note t
two well-defined diagonal lines, and the lower vertical cut
line ~cf. Fig. 7!. Their experimental apparatus was unable
reach the region of the upper cutoff. To explain these exp
mental curves, Hatch and Williams use a complicated the
called constant-k theory, based on anad hocassumption that
a certain parameter,k, equal to the ratio of the impact veloc
ity to the initial velocity of secondaries, is constant. T
‘‘constant’’ value of this parameter is obtained by fitting th
results of the theory to the experimental curves. Our the
on the other hand, is deductive, but the fundamental lim
tion lies with the assumption of a monoenergetic velocity,
it is difficult to compare to existing experimental data wi
unknown initial velocity profiles.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we used the premise that saturation o
multipactor occurs primarily due to beam-loading effects,
an impact energy near the first crossover point in the seco
FIG. 8. Location in~r ,m! space of simulations displayed in Table III. Mu
tipactor current increases in the direction of the arrow.
FIG. 9. Transient evolution of multipactor current, in units of drive curre
amplitude I d0, for various values ofr5QId0. Here, Q510, v050 and










ary electron yield curve, to derive the steady state level of
multipactor current. This level depends on three external
rameters, namely, the energy supplied by the cavity, the
crossover energy and the emission energy of the~assumed
monoenergetic! secondaries. These levels have been very
vorably compared with simulations.
Further, the accessibility of such steady state soluti
have been investigated. It has been shown that steady
multipactor can occur while the cavity is powered up, wh
the ~transient! voltage passes through the multipactor regio
even though the steady state voltage of the multipactor-
cavity is much higher than this range. Various scenarios
the transient evolution are addressed when steady state
not occur. These considerations lead to a set of susceptib
curves which determine whether a steady state multipa
can be attained for various materials. The assumption of
noenergetic emission velocity, and the rather sensitive
pendence on it~e.g., in the multipactor saturation level, or
the susceptibility region boundaries! makes a meaningfu
t
FIG. 10. Transient evolution of multipactor current, in units of drive curre
amplitudeI d0, for various values ofm 5 A2E1. Here,Q510, v050 and
r50.3. Legend:m50.539~—!; m50.547~-•-!; m50.554~•••!.
FIG. 11. Transient evolution of multipactor current, in units of drive curre
amplitudeI d0, for various values ofE0. Here,Q510, r50.3 andm50.547.
For Emax5400 eV,E0520 eV ~—!; E0510 eV ~---!; E055 eV ~-•-!; E052































decomparison of multipactor data contingent upon the av
ability of the emission velocity distribution, and a numeric
simulation incorporating such a distribution.
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APPENDIX: DERIVATION OF THE STEADY STATE
MULTIPACTOR
In this appendix, we demonstrate the solution of t
steady state multipactor equations using Fourier series
the case of a first-order, two-surface, multipactor with
space charge forces and driven at resonance~v51!. Since
Eqs. ~1! and ~2! are valid only between impacts, i.e
0,t,t i5p, we need to extend them to periodic functio
that are valid for all time in order to use Fourier series. Sin
the multipactor current is proportional to the velocity of t
sheet, and since this velocity has a discontinuity~step func-
tion! at impact, changing fromm5A2E1 ~impact velocity of
primaries! to 2v0 ~emission velocity of secondaries in th
FIG. 12. Experimental susceptibility curve measured for alclad electro











opposite direction of the impacting primaries!, the derivative
of the multipactor current in Eq.~1! can be represented as th
sum of Diracd functions at the points of impact. This resul
in








In this appendix,s meansssat, the steady state charge de
sity ~constant, and positive by convention!, while
I d(t)5I d0 sin~vt1f!, f being the relative phase betwee
the multipacting sheet and the rf driveat the steady state,
andu0 is the Diracd function. The summation index extend
to all integers: positive, zero, and negative.
Since the gap voltage is periodic with period 2p, it can





Using Euler’s relation to decompose the drive current,I d(t),















Observing that the voltage is almost sinusoidal, we can
glect higher order terms~unu.1!. This can be justified by
examining the denominator on the right hand side of~A3!.
For n51, the denominator becomes equal toj /Q1s. Rec-
ognizing that the productsQ!1, we know that this denomi-
nator is small relative to the numerator, and hence the c
tribution of then51 term is significant. As we shall see, th
next higher term,n53, would contribute a quantity about 3
times smaller than then51 term.
The two unknowns,s andf, can be found by imposing
the two steady state conditions, derived by integrating


















and then again, using integration by parts to simplify t
resulting double integral,
s







































Note that a nonzero initial velocity affects the solution
reducing the effective steady state impact energy and by
ducing the effective gap width.
Note that, from~A3!, Vn}1/n
2 for largen. The infinite
sums in~A4! and~A5! decay as 1/n3 for largen. Thus in the
infinite sums in both~A4! and ~A5!, we need only to keep
then561 terms. In so doing, we have two equations in tw
unknowns,s andf, and the quality factorQ appears only in
combinations with the driver current magnitude,I d0, or with
the charge density,s. In other words, there is no explic
dependence onQ, as explained in Sec. III. Definingr[QId0
ands[Qssat, we can rewrite Eqs.~A4! and ~A5! by taking
only then561 terms in the infinite sums
m2v05
2





11s2 F2r sin f1pr cosf22~m1v0!s





Finally,f can be eliminated from Eqs.~A6! and~A7! to give
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